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1INFLUENCE OF SHEAR ON THE FtJLL PLASTIC MOMENT
OF BEAMS
I. ABSTRACT
It is' well known that most recent developement in
s;teel structures is "Plast"ic Design" which will be used in stead
of elas'tic design. In plastic des'ign, the full plastic moment
of beams: would bathe most important concept on which every
calculation bases. So far" as shear influence is concerned, its'
. reducing effect on the full pla"stic~f$is: nct" so large;1n the case
of usual structural members.· However, in-Gthe case of short
beams or under high shear, its influence would be of conciderable
high order and its characteristics of M-¢ and P- £ diagrams have
not been studied enough. I~hiS sense, 5 beam tests(IZWF27) were
planned and some theoretical solutions which were deduced from
Mises' yielding condition and differencial e~uation of deflection
was obtained. "
"Consequently, so-called "Yang's Effect" could have one
new explanation and the characteristics of shear influence have
been made clearer than before.
2II. INTRODUCTION
( 8: ) GENERAL
As to the developement of'plastic design, most of
structures w'ill be designed by 'this theory. In :plastic design
of steel structures, the full plastic moment (M ) is the most
important concept'. Tn short, the"elastic"; p design has'
the theoretical inelastic'phenomena' as the 'limiting criterion
and in the case of plastic design,' the maE. load carrying
capacity is considered as the limiting criterion, 'unless we
think of the factor of . s:afety which is not siubject of this
report. However, inbbc~h cases the working load or stress,will
s'tay in ela stic range.
It is well known that M will decrease its value
urider existence of shear forces anR the reduction had caluulated
by iTarious methods' which' show that'the r,eductio'n is only a few
percent when lid:> 4-5 but lid <4 it can be coric iderable amount
especialljt in the'case'of I-beams. ' However, theoretically or
experimentally what kind of influence will occur in M- ¢ curve
and how much is the' deflection due to shear, have not shown yet.
It will be shown that shear has' a con~'iderable deduction at the
first stage of M-¢curve theoretically d that will be certified
by experimental works as described below. '
s
(b) HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
l.mn~6retical Concideration
, Though a lot of 'tes ts had done before, the remarkable
theoretical develope'ments'have dorie recently. Horne, Onat and
Leth were admirable/attempts to investigate theoretiCally the
effect of shear stresses w:i th reference to the reduction to be
expected in full plastic Il1oment(M). ' ,
, Horne treated the prob~em of a Cantilever beam with
a concentrated load at' the free end as one of plane stress
probiem and used Tresca'syielding condition as the limiting
crl~,t:),r-ion. After yielding occurs, He proved, the remaining
e~~st~c part will take all the shear loads, because plastic zone
Can not carry ahy shear stress~ From this fact he shew the
re~uc~ibn in moment from the full plastic moment.
, More beautiful theoretical treatments had been done
by Onat and Leth at Brown University. Extending Horen's work,
they used Velocity Field ( Kinematically Admissible, Upper Bound
Theorem) and Stress'Field ( Statically Admissible, Lower Bound
Theorem ), the truevalue will exist between these two bounds.
As a- matter'of' fact,this elastic-plastic problem
is so complicated that at present no exact solutions are
available. In other words, all theories including this one
are the stress solutions which do not satisfy the compatibility
equation.
2. Experimental Works
Many beam tests were conducted before in order to
certify the application of the plastic theory to the structural
members, but most of them have no attention to the influence
of shear. Of course the effect usually is not so large and
this wi 11 be the reason ~'
At Lehigh University, large steel structural model
tests with regards to the plastic design has been performed.
That tests shew that behavior of beams clearly in plastic range
as well as in elasti~'range. However, there is little'experi~en
merital information with reference to the shear effects. We Can
find in Progress Report'No.8, Johnston,Yang and Beedle point
out some of the implication of shear yielding of the web, present
several pictures of beam section in which the web yielded in shear
and also in Progress Report No.5 ,Yang,Beedle and Johnston,
s orne figures which shows the M- ¢ curves something like the,
following figure (see Fig. I ). We shall call that phenomena
"Yang's Effect". They explained it by thinking of stress
concentration and residual stresses, that is, " Although no
positive proof is given, the fact that as-delivered specimens
consistently show a lower strength than that predicted by the
simple plastic theory may thus be explained partly on the bases
of stress concentration 'arid residual stress in the member.
There are an increased number of local plastic yield zones
in the beam section will result in a higher ¢-vs.lue even though
the moment is kept unchanged"since portions of the beam yield
which are assumed to be elastic in the theory." "
This idea· would be correct partly, but this phenomena
can'also be explained by shear influence on full plastic moment
of the beams.
. In England the influence of shear forces on the
deformation characteristics of I-beams has been studied by
Baker and Roderick experimentally.
Most recently at University of Illinois, W. J. Hall
tested two continuous beams to study the influence of shear.
4;
He said, " On the bas~s of these tests it is concluded that
no measurable reduction in the moment capacity 'WaS indicated."
(c) THEORETICAL CALCULATION
There is no theoretical calculation of M- 1> curves
including shear influence, so in this report some theoretical
calculations which were deduced from Mises' yielding condi-
tion and differential equation of deflection of beams, will
be shown.
(d) TESTS CONDUCTED
In order to certify the phenomena of shear influence
5 Beam Tests which consists of three third-point loading
specimens and two concentrated loading specimens, were
conducted. .
. In the former case, the curvature due to pure
bending moment was measured at the center portion of beam
and at the same time the curvature which has shear influence
was mea'sured at' the vicini tyof supports.
Effects of concentrated load were also tested in the
latter specimens.
.,
5III. TEST
(a~ COUPON TESTS
Before main tests, coupon specimens were tested
by using 60 kips capacity Hydraulic-Type Testing Machine
and the Templin Auto-graphic recorder. At first, 12
specimens (8 from flange, 4 from web )'which were cut
from specimens S-l, S-2, S-4 and S-5 ( S-3 having no
margin length, t~at was concidered to do coupon tests after
the bending test) were prepared, but according to the good
agreements of" testa, 8 specimens were only tested ac'ihually.
(see Table I) ,
(b) SPECIMENS
~ specimens were taken from 5-l2WF27 beams
which were only available at that time, that is , the
choice of this section has no special meaning.
All specimens are shown in Fig. 3 .
To prevent local web buckling, two or one stiffeners
were attached as can be seen in Fig.3just beneath the
loading points.
The characteristics of this section were
checked before, under consideration of local buckling'
and lateral buckling.
bit - 16
d/w 48
Id/bt 166
(c) TEST SET~UP
The schewmatic sketch of Set-up is shown in Fig. 6
Photogragh of the actual test (S- ) set-ups are shown.
The center span of 3 ft long is taken for pure
bending test in third points loading. The influence of
shear can be measured in the portions of loading.
In .~ts the main portion is the measurements of
curvature. In order to measure~ae&e, three methodswere
used: .
1. Vertical Type
2. Horizontal Type
3. SR4-Gage Type
•
6Three typ~s are mhown in Fig. 7 . Each type
has some advantages and at the same time disadvantages,
too. Vertical typ~ has good sensitivity and easy.
reading as compared with Horizontal type, but it will
be easily affected by the local imperfection ( i.e.
loca+ twisting, local buckling, lateral buckling etc.)
As regards SR4 type, it is very sensitive but affected
easily by local yield line etc., (s'o its I application
should be taken under carefull attention)
In short, the superiority of measur~ng type
does not depend on its
'
own excellent quality, but
the kind of test on Which gage' will be used.
A 14WF136 section is used as the base beam,
but furthermore to prevent the error due to bending
of base beam, the second base beam for dial gages (can
be seen in Fig. 6 ) was used. Under some assumptions,
the bending of this base beam was calculated.
To obtain the. rotation of loading section 'by.,:;..
which~ the'.,,-del'ilec!ti"oncof'c accafut:tle:ver':.:beafu:"_should be
corrected" and the application of the followIng
theoret'-ical calculation will be available, and to
certify the occurence of lateral buckling , two level
bars were attached. (See Fig. 6 )
(d) TEST PROCEDURE
The sequence of load increments were taken
about 5-kips interval in elastic range. ~e loads
were applied slowly and during maintaining constant load
readings of dial gages,level bars and SR4-gages were
taken.
When yielding occurs under constant load in the
plastic range, a Bp~Q1al period of time must elapse to
permit the penetration of yield zones into the specimen.
15 minutes wer~sually used. After yielding occurs,
the criterion of loading of course Was changed to the
centeral defle~tion, that is to say, at the first stage
about 0.1 in... - at the last s·tage about 0.3 in.
'. Loads were kept constant while readings were
taken. Curve of th centeral deflection was plotted
against load during each test as a check on the proper
function~n~ of apparatus.
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IV:. THEORETICAL ANALYsIS
Ca) NOMENCLATURE
<f: =OI =
~o =
V( =
d ==
M ==
Po
" M.. ==p" ==
b =
'( ==
J 2 ==
Yielding stress level
Normal stress in x-direction
Distance between the neutral axis o£ beam
and the edge o£ yielding zone
y/yo -
Depth o£ beam
Full plastic moment due to pure bending
Moment atx
Load
Breadth o£ beam -
Shearing stress
The second invariant o£ stress deviation
Full plastic moment of beam
;'/1
Young's modulUS
Curvature due to moment
Curvature due to moment at x==l
Modulus of shear
Shape factor for shear(3/2 for rectangular
section)
Shearing £orces
~ectional area which can carry shear stress
Qurvature due to shear
Curvature due to shear at x=l
Yielding limit in simple shear
Normal stress in» -direction
Pil M 0 Reduction Factor o£ shear influenceP .
lid Slender ratio for shear influence
S at ultimate stage
Deflection due to shear
K- ==
cr'V =
S =
n =
$Ult==
Ys ==
G ==
K ==
V ==
r A ==
CPs =
\ ¢Sl==
E =
¢m==
¢rril==
M =Y
Cf =
(b) ASSUMPITONS AND LIE:TATIONS
. A canti-lever beam w.i th rectangular cross-
saction is treated in this section and we have to allow
8
the following assumptions and limitations:
1. The proble~ill be analyzed as a problem
of plane stress
2. Only'elastic portion can carry shearing
forces
3. Mises l yielding condition is satisfied at
three points
4. This solution is only a stress solution
5. Fixed end can have warping.
(c)
=0
REDUCTION FACTOR OF THE FULL PLASTIC MOMENT
DUE TO SHEAR
()
Assuming t = 7., = '7. =0 in elastic zonez zx "zy ,
-Yd~ Y ~ Yo " (Se e Fi g. 2 )
y
() =0--: - = G'rt
x y y y
() .
00;- + 3l... =- 0())( 'PO
'd7 d~
~X +~
Byr"d'ifferentiating eq. (1), We can get from eq. (2),
(l )
9f~ ~' (h;~1 .:. (,3 = .~o 'JY ~~~ d!1 .. i 0 ( ¥2._ H (4)
From eq.(3),
. ' b~.2
M(L)= px. = Mpo-ay T
bd2.Mpo = 0)iZ =-OY-4 .
From eq.(l) we can get by differentiating,
2 3 'do -= -ayb ( Mpo - pz)
( 6)
(7)
(8)
I' 3 P
2 -Qo ~o=--(yy b
M1~esl yielding condition ;
. , (9)
,r (10)
where J 2 = the 2nd invariant of stress deviation and K =yielding limit in simple shear.
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We assumed
~(~)= I
From this,
a.t ±/ and ( == o. ,(12)
4
:3 -. 1.33 (13)
(14)
Equating eq.(8) to s~uare of Yo which is deduced fro~ eq.
(9), we get,
2.. 3 ), 7p2~C) =6y"b(Mpo-Px =4~2b2.(fc'2..
Y t>
SUbstitutlbng (13) and (7) into (14), the following eq.
can be seen easily,
a-t Z= 1 (15)
/
where "~= Pl/M Reducti on Factor of shear influence,
, .> po
lid, = n ., Slender ratio for shear influence.
Byu~ing Maclaurin's expansion formula, numerical
calculation is done easily and'the results are shown
in 'Fig., 4 .
(16)
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Cd) CURVATURE AND DEFLECTION DUE TO SHEAR
(I) Curvature due to shear
In the case of cati -lever beam, in elastic
range shearing force diagram is clearly uniform, but
in plastic stage distribution of shearing force is not
constant under existence of yielding zones. Distribution
of shear stress is not uniform over cross-section,
therefore, a plane cross-section before will not remain
as a plane but a curved surface. As centroid of each
cross-section, however, will slide ea9h other vertically,
slope of deflection due to shear should be equal to
shear strain at centroid of each cross -section. Hence,
we have the eq. of slope as follows :
(17)
Of course, at the fixed end the fixed end condition is
not satisfied completely by reason of warping of cross-
section, but nOWi this apprOXimation may be taken, for
specimens, S-l, 3-2 and 3-3, can warp under third-
point loading position which is thought as a fixed end.
In elastic range, shearing force diagram is
uniform, then from eq. (17) it is easy to see
- 0 (18)
This means that we can find some additional deflection
as well known, but can not find any change of curvature.
In~ stage, sectional area A which carry shear
str~ss is not constant 'but variable due to yielding
~ones. That is,
~ lS...Y K P
- - ~ ~ob )olx.. G- A
¢S cJ/"(fs f<P r;{ (' )- d;r.2 bG- it: ~o(
Making use of eq. (9) and (8),
(19)
(20)
: ,"J "
\. • .t,•• J
I •..• "
• _ 1__ ".1"
3 K P"~s = ----.,.----=-~-~~-=-
.2 b2~ ay (2.- d,2 _- 3PX).%
1: <JY b
After some calculations,
12
(21)
_ kay d.. r~
1/3C,-l2{I - J)3/z
Making no-dimention~ expression,
forrecta1gular shape.
'''.< •
:JI!~ .(
r
(23)
(24)
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.. (2) Curvature due to moment
Next, let us conslidercurvature due to
moment ¢m. According to plastic· theory,
. Changing form,
(27)
/ (28)
Then total ~ at x = 1, is,
Pt ¢m.f. W"R I 13 E 52-
.¢y = 7Y T. Y = J3 (I-s)Yz + 76 CT nYI-J)312. (29)
. . ' ~ M
, where ~ =Pl 1M ,= M. and = y = 2 6 ~ ~ ~. •
, 5 . po M y ~ --) )ult
. ' ,po po 3
0:
Strain hardening range' will be di scussed later.
/
..
"
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(e) M- ¢ CURVES ( THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLUTION )
The prob1emisi ~here the discontinuity of
M- ¢ curve comes froni-? ( see Fig. 5) In order to
aacertain this, we are going to inve~tigate the
characteristics of the solution.
The equation on which the solution bases is,
Since
KP_I _
Gr b ~o • where
~o
5 = d.lz (19)
I where (30)
Three dimentional diagram of eq. (30) is shown in Fig.
We can see easily that in the plane at which x = 1 or
Cf= 1,5 has theidiscontinuity of its first derivative
at ~ = 2/3. This means lkl.l) must have the di scontinui ty.
at 5= 2/3. t!):-lS '.
On the other hand; we can see obviously this
phenomena from the follow~:hg condition, that is, .
.Limv- ..i:.- .(-'-) =I=- 0q<>-dj~ d~ (fo
z,=e .
To be able to find this phenomena in many previous
works' is very interesting, for example,F~g. 25 in
:reference· {23) shows clearly this phenomena.
'. 4
•
• •
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